WEASA 2018: The Politics of Technology

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

July 9th

July 10th

July 11th

July 12th

July 13th

Opening ceremony and

The impact of

Digital forensics

Disinformation: tales

Study trip

first briefings

disinformation
Brian Whitmore

Morning

from the front
Christiaan Triebert

Margo Gontar

NASK

This includes the opening
ceremony and a brief
introduction of the WEASA
programme. The inaugural
address will be delivered by
Joanna Świątkowska from
Instytut Kościuszki

Brian will look at the wider

Christiaan will conduct

Margo will talk about her

We’ll look at Poland’s

topic of Russian disinfo-

lectures and workshops that

work at StopFake.org

academic and research

rmation, and how it affects

look into his work with

(https://www.

networks and cybersecurity

Western societies. He will

Bellingcat (https://www.

stopfake.org/en/news/) and

policy

conduct lectures and

bellingcat.com) and beyond.

how best to detect and

workshops

He will explain how to use

combat disinformation

information found on social
media and online to check
facts, combat

Fireside chat

disinformation, and detect

Afternoon

corruption

Harald Gruber (EIB)

Networking dinner

Evening

Fulbright networking

A formal dinner with

A group of US-based acade

assigned seats, to allow

mics are visiting Poland as

people to get to know each

part of a Fulbright scheme.

other a little better

We will organise a networking dinner to mark this
occasion

Soft skills workshops

Soft skills workshops
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

July 16th

July 17th

July 18th

July 19th

July 20th

Journalism in a digital

Bots and trolls

Social media: who’s in

Personal cyber- and

charge?

information security

Matthew Stender

Tactical Tech

Morning

era
Edward Lucas

Afternoon

Laura Rosenberger

Edward Lucas, a veteran

Laura Rosenberg currently

Matthew Stender is a

This workshop will teach

journalist and Senior Vice

heads the Hamilton 68 project

Berlin-based tech ethicist. He

participants how to secure

President at the CEPA think

(http://dashboard.

will talk about how content is

their own devices, com-

tank, will talk about the

securingdemocracy.org/) - a

moderated on social media,

munication, and information

future of journalism in a

comprehensive attempt to

what control American

digital age, as well as modern

analyse messages spread by

internet giants have over our

cyber- and information

Russian bots in the US. She will

discourse, and the like

warfare

talk about the project and wider
topics related to disinformation

Fireside chat
Mateusz Halawa
Evening
Mateusz Halawa will talk about
the (often unintended) political
consequences of our
technological and design
choices

Presenting and
discussing
participants’ work
and contributions

Closing ceremony

